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Abstract—This paper reports comparative authorship attribu-
tion results obtained on the Internet comments of the morpho-
logically complex Lithuanian language. We have explored the
impact of machine learning and similarity-based approaches on
the different author set sizes (containing 10, 100, and 1,000
candidate authors), feature types (lexical, morphological, and
character), and feature selection techniques (feature ranking,
random selection). The authorship attribution task was compli-
cated due to the used Lithuanian language characteristics, non-
normative texts, an extreme shortness of these texts, and a large
number of candidate authors. The best results were achieved with
the machine learning approaches. On the larger author sets the
entire feature set composed of word-level character tetra-grams
demonstrated the best performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
OST comments or forum posts on the Internet are
written anonymously. Due to anonymity people can

freely share their thoughts, but cannot feel protected from
the negative behavior or cybercrimes. Protective mechanisms
(monitoring IP addresses or requesting to register and submit
personal data) are not always reliable enough: perpetrators
change their IP addresses, use different pseudonyms, or route
WebPages through proxy servers. However, even in such com-
plicated situations, the identity can still be disclosed from the
existing “stilometric fingerprint” unique to each individual [1].

Apart from the handwriting analysis [2], the textual au-
thorship analysis covers very different applications: author
profiling, authorship verification, plagiarism detection, etc.
However, in this research we are focusing on the Authorship
Attribution (AA) problem which has to detect who of the
candidate authors is a real author of some anonymous text doc-
ument. AA is one of the earliest problems in Computational
Linguistic: the oldest attempts were restricted to attributing
of the disputed long and homogeneous literary texts to one
of few known authors. In the recent decades AA drifted
towards practical applications: it copes with the huge number
of candidate authors, extremely short texts, limited training
data and for all these reasons AA is often called “needle-in-
a-haystack” problem [3].

In this research we are solving the AA task using a corpus
composed of the Lithuanian Internet comments. Although the
corpus does not contain texts produced by convicted cyber
criminals, it can perfectly serve for various experiments aimed

at detecting authors’ style characteristics. The aim of the
paper is to determine the best approaches (in terms of the
attribution paradigm, the feature type, and the feature selection
technique) for the different author set sizes, containing 10,
100, or 1,000 candidate authors. The problem is complicated
due to several reasons: 1) very short texts, covering a wide
range of topics; 2) the morphologically and vocabulary rich
Lithuanian language; 3) non-normative texts; 4) there are no
recommendations what could work the best for our solving
task. Consequently this research aims at finding the best
solutions for the Lithuanian language. Moreover, we anticipate
that these solutions could be also useful for the other Baltic
or Slavic languages, sharing similar characteristics.

II. RELATED WORK

The statistical methods used to tackle AA tasks can be
grouped into two main paradigms: machine learning and
similarity-based1. The comprehensive review of these methods
and various feature types is presented in [4].

The majority of AA research works are carried out on
a small number of candidate authors (up to few dozens)
and even findings obtained from comparative experiments are
very controversial due to the different experimental conditions
(languages, datasets, author sets, etc.). Whereas, the compara-
tive experiments tackling “needle-in-the-haystack” problems
often claim the superiority of similarity-based approaches
(e.g., [5], [6]). However, such experiments are rather rare:
i.e., most often methods are chosen and applied without
any considerations. Further we will focus on the influential
research works dealing with at least one thousand candidate
authors.

The experiments described in [7] are carried out on the
Twitter corpus: the introduced “flexible patterns” (taking into
account the surrounding information around function words)
significantly outperform other feature types based solely on
word or character n-grams with SVM. The work in [8] is
addressing the open-class issue and deals with the blog dataset
of 10,000 authors. It tests a combined similarity-based and
machine learning technique on 3 text representation types: tf-
idf on content words, tf-idf on various stylistic features, and

1Despite by the nature similarity-based approaches are the part of machine
learning, they are distinguished and discussed separately in many AA works.
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idf on content words. The similarity-based part of this hybrid
approach ranks authors according to the cosine values and
afterwards the top-rank pair (composed of the anonymous text
and the most likely author) is tested on the meta-learning SVM
classifier. The high precision in [9], [10], [11] is achieved using
the cosine similarity-based technique aggregating several attri-
bution decisions, taken on the different randomly selected sub-
sets of character tetra-grams. These researchers, experimenting
with 10,000 blog writers, are also addressing the open-class
issue. The research in [12] solves the AA task on the Japanese
microblogs of 10,000 authors with the cosine similarity-based
approach and character-level n-grams (with n equal to 1, 2, and
3). Adopted three new techniques –in particular, the combined
selection for the training dataset, the biased weighting scheme
for n-grams, and the part-of-speech tag combined n-grams–
assure both the relatively high precision and the short execu-
tion time. Another task of 19,000 blog writers is successfully
tackled with the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique
by measuring the distances between the LDA-based represen-
tations (as mixtures of topics) in the anonymous text and in
training text samples. The authors of this research [13] claim
that offered similarity-based technique applied on the author
profiles with enough training data even yields state-of-the-art
performance. The authors in [6] are dealing with 100,000
blog writers. They explored 3 different classifiers (SVMs,
Naïve Bayes, and Regularized Least Squares Classification)
and, in addition, estimated the confidence of their outputs –
in particular, measured the difference between the best two
matching classes, ran several classifiers, and presented the final
AA decision only if they agreed.

Unfortunately the surveyed research works offer no
research-based recommendations for the morphologically
rich, highly inflective, derivationally complex non-normative
Lithuanian language. Despite for the Lithuanian language there
are done: 1) lots of descriptive research works (e.g., [14], [15]);
2) some experiments with machine learning (carried out on
parliamentary transcripts or forum posts of only 100 candi-
date authors) [16] or similarity-based approaches (using very
limited training data) [17]; these findings do not guarantee the
best results for our solving AA task. Our aim is at performing
the comparative investigation and at finding the best method,
feature type, and feature selection technique for our AA task
(with 10, 100, and 1,000 candidate authors) on the corpus of
the Lithuanian Internet comments.

III. THE CORPUS

The created corpus2 is composed of the Lithuanian Internet
comments.

The texts of authors were selected in the way not to get the
topic-per-author distribution. Some author was included into
the corpus only if all his/her comments were written under
the same unique pseudonym and IP address (both considered
as a single unit), but not included if 1) his/her pseudonym

2The corpus can be downloaded from http://dangus.vdu.lt/~jkd/wp-content/
uploads/2015/04/INT_KOMENTARAI_INDV2.7z.

was used under several IP addresses; 2) more pseudonyms
were used under the same IP address. The aim was to reduce
the risk of disputed authorship and to get as clean corpus as
possible. Although some exceptions (when the same author
is writing under several separate IP addresses using different
pseudonyms) may still occur, we anticipate they are rare
enough to have the significant impact.

During pre-processing all recognized non-Lithuanian char-
acters and reply messages were filtered out, meta information
about the author and his/her posts was also eliminated, com-
ments shorter than 30 symbols were excluded.

The most important characteristics about the composed
corpus, depending on the different author set sizes (exper-
imentally investigated in this paper) are given in Table I.
The authors with the largest number of texts were selected
to form the author sets of 10 and 100 candidate authors. The
average texts/per author distribution is ∼155, but the corpus is
unbalanced: i.e., text samples per author varies from only 39
to 2,837. 13 authors have more than 1,000 texts, 575 authors
have less than 100, and only 12 authors have the least number
of texts. The random (

∑
j P

2(cj)) and majority (max(P (cj))
baselines (where P (cj) is the probability of some author cj
obtained by dividing a number of texts written by particular
cj from all number of texts in the corpus) must be exceeded
that the AA method could be considered appropriate.

There is no consensus about the minimal text length appro-
priate for the AA tasks: some researchers claim 2,500 words is
optimal [18], others achieve reasonable results with ∼60 [19].
In our task we have to deal with extremely short texts where an
average length ranges from ∼20 to ∼26 tokens. Besides we
are dealing with the sparse non-normative texts full of out-
of-vocabulary words, abbreviations, missing diacritics (where
Lithuanian letters having the diacritic marks are replaced with
the corresponding Latin equivalents), diminutives, etc.

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LITHUANIAN INTERNET COMMENT CORPUS.

Number of authors 10 100 1,000

Number of texts 14,443 63,131 155,078
Number of tokens (letters & digits) 289,462 1,511,823 4,068,231
Average text length (in tokens) 20.042 23.947 26.233
Classification accuracy baselines

Random baseline 0.001 0.002 0.003
Majority baseline 0.018 0.018 0.018

IV. CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES

In this research we have explored the following approaches:

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) (introduced in [20]),
which efficiently handles the high dimensional feature
spaces, the sparseness of the feature vectors, and does
not perform an aggressive feature selection. In our ex-
periments we selected Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) algorithm with the polynomial kernel implemen-
tation in WEKA, version 3.8 [21] and all remaining
parameters were set to their default values.
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• Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) (introduced in [22])
which is often selected due to simplicity, low data storage
resources, the fast processing, robustness to cope with
the large number of features having equal significance.
We used implementation in WEKA with the default
parameter values.

• Similarity-based approach (SB) with cosine mea-
sure [23]. In this paper we explore a simple similarity-
based approach with the top N ranked features (SB-
TopN) and the approach based on the randomized feature
sets (introduced in [9]) (SB-RFS). The SB-RFS technique
is adjusted to cope with very concise texts; performs
especially well on a small number of features, because
the final attribution decision incorporates the generalized
results of several decisions obtained during a few itera-
tions. In our experiments we used SB-TopN and SB-RFS
implementations presented in [17].

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION

In our research we have investigated the impact of the most
popular and the most accurate feature types (for the statistics
see Table II):

• lex – a bag-of-words. In our corpus we do not have topic-
per-author distribution, therefore this feature type can be
used without any risk to get topic classification instead
of AA.

• lem – a morphological feature type based on the word
lemmas. This type is usually recommended for the highly
inflective languages. The texts were lemmatized using
“Lemuoklis” [24].

• chr4 – a character feature type based on the word-
level tetra-grams. This type was superior to the other
types in the topic classification task for the Lithuanian
language [25].

Lemmas and character features decrease the sparseness of
the feature vectors (see Table II): the lower the sparseness is,
the more robust classifier is created. The sparseness can also
be reduced with the selection of the most relevant features,
therefore in our experiments we investigated the following
feature selection techniques:

• Whole set of features – i.e., we used the entire set of all N

available features (presented in Table II). This technique
was tested with SVM, NBM, and SB-TopN methods.

• Feature ranking and selection of top N. All features
were ranked according to their chi-square values and
afterwards the top N were chosen to form the new set.
In our experiments we have investigated N = 30, 000,
because this value was proved to be minimum but optimal
in the similar AA experiments [17]. We have explored this
technique with SVM, NBM, and SB-TopN.

• Random selection of features with a fixed size N. The
N features (with N = 30, 000) were randomly selected
from the whole feature set. The random selection was
done in K = 20 iterations with SB-RFS method. The
final attribution decision was based on the majority vote
of attribution decisions obtained in all K iterations.

TABLE II
FEATURE TYPES IN THE CORPUS OF THE LITHUANIAN INTERNET

COMMENTS.

Number of features
Feature type 10 authors 100 authors 1,000 authors

lex 56,064 172,257 315,590
lem 39,498 109,935 201,469
chr4 40,855 78,773 119,008

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RESULTS

The experiments were carried out on the stratified corpus
(described in Section III). Instances were selected for the
training (of 80%) and testing (of 20%) sets. The same train-
ing/testing sets were used in all our experiments exploring
different methods (see Section IV), feature types, and feature
selection techniques (see Section V).

The experiments were evaluated using accuracy and f-score

(averaged over different classes) performance measures. We
also performed the McNemar test (with the significance level
of 95%) to check if the differences between observed results
are statistically significant.

The results obtained on the datasets with 10, 100, 1000
candidate authors are presented in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3,
respectively. Accuracy and f-score values are presented in
white and gray columns, respectively. The first two columns
of the accuracy and the f-score present the results achieved
on the entire feature set, the second two – on 30,000 features
(with SB-RFS all results are obtained with 30,000 features).
The dashed line indicates the higher one of the random and
majority baselines.

VII. DISCUSSION

Not all results are reasonable: i.e., the accuracy on the token
lemmas (lem) with SB-RFS is below the majority baseline
(equal to 0.018).

The similarity-based approaches are outperformed with ma-
chine learning in all our datasets of 10, 100, 1,000 candidate
authors. The differences between lex + SB-RFS and 30,000
lem + NBM on 10 candidate authors and the differences
between entire chr4 + SB-TopN and 30,000 lem + NBM
on 100 candidate authors are statistically significant with
the probability density function p ≪ 0.05. Whereas, the
difference between entire chr4 + SB-TopN and 30,000 lem

+ NBM on 1,000 candidate authors is not statistically signif-
icant with marginal p = 0.05. Since the NBM method and
the similarity-based approaches maintain similar performance
levels on the largest dataset, SVM is obviously superior to
any similarity-based technique in any dataset (p ≪ 0.05).
However, similarity-based approaches can still be suitable with
the larger author sets. The superiority of SVM compared to
the similarity-based methods with the increase of the candidate
authors is declining and probably some breaking point can be
reached. These investigations are already in our future plans.

If SVM is obviously superior to NBM, the similarity-based
approaches produce very controversial results: lex + SB-RFS,
entire lex + SB-TopN, entire chr4 + SB-TopN are the best
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Fig. 1. The influence of the selected approach on the results with 10 candidate authors.

Fig. 2. The influence of the selected approach on the results with 100 candidate authors.

Fig. 3. The influence of the selected approach on the results with 1,000 candidate authors.
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approaches on the datasets containing 10, 100, and 1,000
candidate authors, respectively. Due to these findings is hard
to say which similarity-based method is actually the best.

The important findings lie in the analysis of the various
feature representation types. lem and chr4 types give the
best results with NBM; with SVM is difficult to determine
the best type (because differences in the accuracies between
different feature types are not statistically significant); lex is
the best type with the similarity-based methods on the dataset
of 10 candidate authors. chr4 type gives the best results with
NBM and SVM; with the similarity-based methods is difficult
to determine the best type on the dataset of 100 candidate
authors. lex and chr4 types are the best with NBM; chr4 type is
the best with SVM; and marginally the best with the similarity-
based approaches on the dataset with 1,000 candidate authors.
Thus, summarizing all these findings it can be concluded that
the best feature type (especially on the larger author sets) is
character tetra-grams (chr4). Morphological tools are helpless
on the non-normative texts, but character features are robust to
deal with the morphologically complex languages by capturing
the patterns of complex inflection morphology intrinsically.

The restriction of the feature set size to 30,000 features
speeds up the calculation time, but, statistically significant
degrades the accuracy, except with the SB-RFS method.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of this research is a comparative
study of AA approaches (machine learning, similarity-based),
feature types (lexical, morphological, character), feature selec-
tion techniques (whole set, feature ranking, random selection)
and the author set sizes (of 10, 100, and 1,000 candidate
authors) on non-normative Internet comments using the mor-
phologically complex Lithuanian language.

The best results were achieved with the machine learning
approaches; on the larger author sets the word-level character
tetra-grams with the whole set of features demonstrated the
best performance.

The obtained authorship attribution results are low enough
to encourage us to continue seeking for the better solutions. In
the future research we also plan to experiment with the larger
authors sets and with the other types of non-normative texts.
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